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ABSTRACT

The pandemic, which started at the end of 2019, has affected societies in their own socio-cultural contexts and altered the interactions of human beings through their use of personal spaces and objects. Changes in the design of a wide range of objects varying from small tools to urban furniture are anticipated, as the “new normal” will be fully established in the coming months and years. We believe that each individual is recognized to be affected by a different aspect of pandemic, which yielded the fact that for such cases the paradigm for design may shift to favor user needs more than maintaining usability. This study examined the personal behavioral transformations after the acceptance of “new normal” and the reflections on the design of everyday objects or spaces. We developed a design research method which guided the students, to turn inwards and relate with their needs that arouse in the pandemic period with one selected city narrative found in the novel Invisible Cities, by Italo Calvino. In this method. From the analysis of 17 works based on abductive reasoning, two different categories were obtained: (i) 5 generic cases supported by user scenarios, (ii) 3 groups of artifacts interacted by analogue means.
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INTRODUCTION

Covid 19 has been effective for most of the year 2020 and created a significant and dramatic impact on the life of all the people around the world. While people acted cohesively in facing this emergency situation, acting for survival in their daily life brought new compulsory measures. As the lockdown started, after few weeks of online teaching, we found out that the physical isolation and social distancing caused varying impacts on our design students. Although everybody’s primal concern was keeping healthy in those days, we recognized that most of us started to experience “invisible barriers” while trying to keep things going. These barriers, which were activated either from the environment or within the person, showed us that creating standardized affordable solutions for a society or even a particular group of people in times of emergency would result in the insufficiency of the product.

As a matter of fact, the “new normal” comprises opportunities and inspirations for designers and teachers for providing an environment to break free from ordinary (Özcan et al., 2009). Our design students of Communication Design of Özyeğin University faced for the first time with such pandemic and emergency situation. As time passed, they all found out that they were not experiencing their usual routine of design process. When they were asked about...
what kind of changes they were going through, they couldn’t define it clearly. Based on the circumstances of pandemic, we structured a research that aimed to support design students to define the new behavioral and communicational needs that arouse because of isolation and lockdown and assist them to design solutions to satisfy their needs.

In the light of the defined aim, a design process that would relate our design students with their needs was planned. The online teaching platform, which we were using for our courses, also supported the cause and outcomes to sustain such process. We established 2 online meetings a week that lasted for 6 weeks. 17 students and 2 supervisors attended to all 12 meetings. At the end of the process, 17 analogue interaction mechanisms were delivered and 15 prototypes with simple materials were obtained. The process and works were evaluated by abductive reasoning and 3 categories with their respect to communication and interaction approaches together with 6 user content for the emerging needs were shared with the intention to inform design researchers for the possible paradigm change in the area of design. Overall, this study can be considered as an early phase design research that proposes a model to generate the needs that can be designed for pandemic and post pandemic aftermath.

1. THE VISIBLES AND THE INVISIBLES OF THE PANDEMIC PERIOD

Before the pandemic started, we, human beings, were at the stage of living with the notion that everything was limitless and possible. Till today and as of the future plans, within all the consumption deriving from endless shopping, boundless travelling and irresponsible acting for environment, nobody dreamt of a virus to sabotage this scenery. The virus, which wasn’t able to get attention at the beginning, started to be noticed by governors and managers with respect to the increase in death numbers. The geometrical increase in the numbers started to convince people about the seriousness of the situation, however we still could not let go of the idea that this is a kind of seasonal flue.

As events called for urgent precautions to avoid the spread of the virus, the cities started to go under lockdown and people isolated themselves indoors due to curfew. When compared to the people who had to live under inconceivable conditions in enclosed spaces for months and years during of wars, today we can be called lucky to be forced to stay at home, a ceiling to sleep under, food to eat and being equipped with technological tools. However, humans who have been used to socialize, travel, work, shop and recreate themselves supported by the environment, started to find themselves struggling with “invisible” problems. Still, with the fear of contracting the virus, none of us refused or showed reluctance but continued to take the ordered precautions.

So, the isolated people all around the world partly went on what they were doing previously and started looking inwards to perceive the situation from a broader point of view. At this point, the question we asked to ourselves was, how to make “visible” the “invisible” challenges and needs of personal and public communication that appeared due to curfew and social distancing. The article named “We Can’t Go Back to Normal: How Will Coronavirus Change The World” by Baker (2020) includes both optimistic and pessimistic foresights for future. He referenced Salamon’s hypothesis that indicated the importance of sharing the emotional turmoil in the days of pandemic which slows down the pandemic. On the other hand, in the article named “The Stakes Have Never Been Higher as America Reopens. What can a post-coronavirus world look like?” By Cava (2020), CEO of Toffler Associates Maria
Bothwell was referenced who indicated that it will not help to convince ourselves to accept things as ordinary; however, getting over this shock will more or less depend on our ability to adapt. She also denoted that it will not be possible to foresee how much the changes will be permanent or temporary and to what extent we will return back to the original conditions. Bothwell implied that we will face “the new normal” after the crisis and although it may not be huge, human beings have to be ready for the differences.

This study, which was planned as an early stage design research to determine the needs triggered by “the new normal” that is going to be validated within the coming months, takes inspiration from the novel “Invisible Cities” by Italo Calvino (1974). Briefly, the majority of the book consists of narratives of 55 imagined cities that are told by Marco Polo to Kublai Khan. Those stories have been structured by the dialogues between two which were placed in-between the stories. On general terms, the book describes the general nature of human experience based on the physical and emotional means that the narratives are structure upon.

The short stories were found inspirational in connection with our research, due to the following reasons:

1. In the novel, none of the cities are implied as good or bad and happy or unhappy... etc.; but rather distinguished by those that keep on giving shape to desires and others in which desires are shaped or erased by the city in time (Paolo, 2012).

2. Each story tries to picture the cohesiveness of the relationships based on the realities we live through (Butor, as cited in Calvino, 1974).

3. Calvino (1974) himself indicates that these stories satisfy 2 different ways of knowing, whose actuality can never be achieved: First one, being the rationale that is free from body and moving in the spatiality of mind (actuality can never be achieved as artificial language indicates less meaning than natural languages, thus causing noise in understanding the truth). Second one, being the space full of objects and trying to define that space based on them (actuality can never be achieved due to the unmatched density and continuity of the world around us, as there are gaps between pieces and partially, thus saying less in comparison with what could have lived).

The psychological aspects of curfew and fear of contracting virus were recognized to be affecting the students stronger that the physical limitations. Hence, physical limitations also gave rise to emotional turmoil. The students found themselves being limited by invisible barriers that they were aware of consciously but had difficulty to define in words, because nothing seemed to good or bad exactly. Still, they couldn't picture the complicated relationships that they were bound to, like school responsibilities, living with parents, fear and so. For example, the problem definition of one of the students such as “I cannot organize my time in the day when I am all day and everyday at home” couldn't match the depthless of one’s case whereas, how he tried to deal with it through apps on phone or alarms did not fulfil his exact need.

At this point, we thought the cities in Calvino’s novel can provide varying opportunities to bring definitions to the interwoven tension of the geometric rational of the city and the human life (Calvino, p.82). If the design students can find a narrative or information through tales that can match their invisible requirements, they can get inspired by the objects and...
make use of them or their working mechanism metaphorically in their design solutions. With this idea in mind, we engaged senior students of Communication Design in a series of experiments to see if they can make their needs of this specific period visible and find innovative solutions, based on their connection with this novel.

Throughout this study, students were not expected to create artistic small models of cities. We rather anticipated them to grab the essence of their choice of narration and create their own designs by making use of that information for the design of a mechanism, which would be interacted by analogue means.

2. METHOD

In her book “A paradise Built in Hell”, Solnit (2010) used the case studies of many disasters, including 1985 Mexico City earthquake, 2001 terrorist attacks or Katrina Hurricane, to point out that those moments of emergencies are not composed of the times that people become more terrified, suspicious and egocentric. Rather, she denotes that, all the losses and pain can trigger improvisation, solidarity and the potential for stability. She does not canonize disasters but rather is attracted to the probability of them to shake humans to put themselves together. In this research, we grounded our approach from the standpoint of the growing supportive feeling each human feel for each other and based our investigation on design research method.

Design research seeks to make connection between the problem area and the solutions of design through the empirical explanations (Zimmerman et al., 2007). Design, in the context of research, by itself does not only provide solutions, it also provide a theoretical knowledge (Friedman, 2001; Vermaas, 2014). It includes formulating and evaluating design theories and models, and disseminating results, as well as developing design practices. In this respect, it works like other scientific fields, it is aimed at a specific field, it contains specific goals and research methods (Fallman, 2003; Haynes & Carroll, 2007).

Considering design in a scientific context, and the concept of design methods were introduced in the 1960s (Gregory, 1966; Grant, 1979, Hubka & Eder, 1987), the first half of the twentieth century led to the development of scientifically based design approaches. The relationship between design and science has been supported in the way of making science visible through the basis of modern design approaches based on scientific knowledge (Cross, 2007).

Today, design research has deepened it’s approaches not only about the role of the form and visuality of products, but also about the experiences people have with the products, how they interact with them, and how products mediate their relationships with other people and their social environment (Buchanan,2001). Therefore, besides being an artefact, design turns into a instrument for the research on a particular theory, while the creative process transforms into a communication tool that enables to think about how knowledge can be used and conveys knowledge (Haynes & Carroll, 2007).

The scope of the discipline of Communication Design involves designing interactive products that maintain communication (between user and object, user and user via object and user and environment via object) by making use of visual and audial elements of design. Like other disciplines of design, Communication Design also thrives on functional design education. Within the scope of this discipline, the students are briefed for a design problem
and expected to solve it by develop interactive services and products and interfaces that communicate. Most design problems target digital environment and make use of multitouch surfaces and screens or gestural interactions for solutions. Still, upon decision, developing analogue interactions applied on physical interfaces and mechanisms is a research and working area (Orhun, 2020).

In the frame of this study, we aimed the students, who were designated to the course, to analyse their regular habits that became invisible due to physical isolation from the city, in order for them to define their personal need and create to-the-point innovative interaction and communication solutions.

Haynes and Carroll (2007) divided design research methods into 3 groups according to their application and purpose: Traditional methods (e.g., market research, focus groups, surveys, questionaries, interviews), adapted methods (e.g., observations, video documentation, ethnography, experiential sampling, cultural inventory artifact analysis, heuristic evaluation) and inventory methods (e.g., participatory design workshops, card sorting, cognitive mapping, visual diaries). The data obtained as a result of all these approaches are analysed by design researchers, quantitatively or qualitatively and interpreted in different formats. These formats can consist of reports, sketches, diagrams and maps, models or visual records. Similarly, prototypes become an important data document of the research, as they contain information on key problem areas and success points. The themes from all these analyses are discussed as models or sets of knowledge as results. Under the pandemic circumstances, we tried to devise a health wise secure research process in which students will make use of simple materials and tools and guided them for the design of physical mechanisms that would be interacted by analogue means.

The process followed the method of research through design because the design activities and products become the principal elements in this process of generating and communicating knowledge (Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017). This process was applied as a 6-week workshop, which took place in the synchronic online teaching environment and planned as follows:

- **Background Information:** The students were informed about analogue interactions and introduced to different mechanism designs with regard to those mechanisms’ purposes and user scenarios. They were told that no specific design brief would be given to them, rather they were advised to discover and frame this through class discussions and readings.

- **Assessing the Narratives in The Novel:** The students were asked to observe their daily routine under lockdown conditions. In parallel with the investigation, they were asked to read “Invisible Cities” novel.

- **Identifying the Problem:** The narratives that were partially or fully matching with students’ specific needs or requirements during pandemic period would be discussed upon the cultural/emotional connections. Due to students’ analysis of the narratives, the scope of each problem would be defined.

- **General Tendency for Design:** The objects in the selected cities’ narratives would be investigated and the chosen ones of would be examined for their ability to reflect the idea metaphorically and potential to support the idea of the mechanism and
interaction. The designed product (tool, surface or space) would be preferred to be emotionally relieving and must be physically functional.

- **Preliminary Sketching**: The students were conducted to discover different modes of interactions by analogue means. They were advised to look every mechanism and material around themselves. At this stage, the developed solutions might not be feasible to handle the design problem. So, students would be guided to return back to the stage of identifying the problem and evaluate again.

- **Developing User Scenario**: At this phase, the user scenarios were developed in parallel with alternative forms of activities, actions and operations (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006).

- **Prototyping**: Within this stage, dimensions of mechanisms, mapping and feedback of analogue controls and material choices were discussed. Due to material constraints, user scenario might be revised.

- **Evaluation**: An online jury, with the contribution of experts from the area of industrial design and interaction design, was made. In parallel with their experiences, the advantages and disadvantages of each design were discussed in parallel with the circumstances of pandemic.

3. RESULTS

In parallel with the objectives and method proposed above, personal problems for communication under curfew were stated and original design solutions were obtained. The results given below was investigated for the process and for the artifacts separately. The owner of comments and works are coded from S1 (Student 1) to S 17.

3.1. Results concerning the process

During the online classes, ideas and projects were discussed with the help of the white board, and also the revisions continued after the class hours via e-mail when necessary. During the process, the students commented on each other’s project ideas and made brainstorming together. After the ideas become more visible, students created storyboards and design iterations continued. At the stage of prototyping, we tried to avoid the students to purchase of prototype materials and they were motivated to use simple materials like straws, milk boxes, fabrics, etc. that they could easily find at home. This prototyping process was also iterative. When the students tested their user scenarios through their prototypes, most of them encountered affordance problems and at that stage they returned to their storyboards and made revisions. They also faced some physical problems with their prototypes owing to the incompatibility of the material and most of them had overcome by trying different techniques. Some projects remained conceptual because it was difficult to manufacture and needed more r&d.

We achieved 3 clear results regarding the process of this research:

1. At the beginning of the process, students had difficulty in understanding the problems they were facing, because they had just encountered the concept of “the new normal”. Since each student’s environment was different from the other, they had difficulty to connect with the slowly appearing problems. Guided by the method
of research by design, we were able achieve in-depth content by intense observations, discussions and analysis to establish the problems and needs.

“[..] I saw that I needed something more mental than physical, and my problem was definitely focus and inability to be creative. An environment without new stimuli slowed my mind. I needed an inspirational object that made me think, helping me make new connections. I thought, how can I turn this intellectual need into a concrete object? [...]” (Comments of S6).

2. After they started to read the stories in the book and discover the metaphors, they started to relate to their own situation. At this stage, it was much easier for them to expose their problems. In this way, the contextual dimension of the new problems that actually emerged had begun to become more visible. For such an emergency case, user cases do not focus on solid design works but rather a personal answer or a reaction to the ongoing changes in life. So rather than giving a well framed design problem, supporting the brief with another medium (in this case Calvino’s book, Invisible Cities) yielded fruitful results.

“Since this project coincided with the time of Covid 19 virus, we did the project completely by experiencing it. When we started this project, we were asked to choose a story we felt closest to from Italo Calvino’s book Invisible Cities. I chose Cities and Eyes 3. Yet it was built from all over the earth, above the clouds, and as far away from each other as possible. People were watching the city through a telescope. For this reason, I associate it with the feeling of curiosity in my own life and what I think about contact. I wanted to go out during the Corona virus period. Every time I went out, I was afraid to touch somewhere. This fear has become an obsession of mine and I feel as if I have viruses everywhere I touch and I need to wash my hand immediately. First, I have listed the products that can prevent contact. binoculars, telescopes, etc. Then I decided that I wanted to get out of the house and not freeze without touching it. The Inspector Gadget was exactly what I wanted. To touch everything without using your hands” (Comments of S5).

3. Another favoured aspect of the process was the indirect psychological support that was given to the students. At the beginning of the process nobody wanted to define or talk about any need or desire due to the scarce of pandemic, as if their minds were also isolated. However, within weeks they also gained a stronger attitude as they were able to detect problems. Confidence was felt within the students for being vocal about their struggles. At the end of the process, they even matured more as they attacked and battled their anxiety with solid outcomes.

“[..] At first, I was thinking that working time creates stress on people working at home. But when time pass, I experienced that when I complete tasks, stress goes away. So, I have changed my mind to create a product managing tasks rather than managing working time” (Comments of S10).

3.2. Results concerning stated problems and artefacts

At the end of the process, 17 artefacts were obtained. The designated problems for this emergency case were recognized as follows:

- Difficulty in focusing and studying due to being unable to set a personal space at home or monotony (S3 / 1 out of 17)
- Discomfort due to being inactive and stagnant (S7 / 1 out of 17)
- Decrease in the motivation and strained communication because of physical isolation from social surroundings (S6, S12 / 2 out of 17)
Struggles that arise from the new normal like being unable to plan daily routines and management of time (S1, S4, S10, S11, S13 / 5 out of 17)

- Stress for contracting the virus (S2, S5, S9, S14, S17 / 5 out of 17)

- Inconveniency to meet for fun and social purposes (S8, S15, S16 / 3 out of 17)

In parallel with the interactions provided, we classified 17 different projects under 3 different topics. For each group, one direct and one indirect solution were given below to show different points of view. The examples, which were chosen for this article, were selected for the originality and viability of the design solution. At this stage the contribution of the solution to the design area was not discussed.

1. **User interacting with tool (S3, S7, S6, S8, S2, S13):** The projects grouped under this topic are related with the personal needs of the users and how they reflect these needs on their design solutions. These projects involved personal reactions to the catastrophe that pandemic had brought to their lives. The approach of the students was re-reading the objects in parallel with desires, re-arranging and redesigning for a better solution.

**ViChange**

*View Change*

(A person observes and wants to watch the changes throughout her life.)

*We Change*

(Human is an entity that has to adapt to changing life conditions.)

**The Case**

I am stuck home and my room during pandemic. Everything is the same and this bothers me. It is even more difficult to focus and be productive in this period. I have made some changes in my living space to adapt to this new situation, but this may turn into an endless vicious circle. So, I need an object that will increase my mental efficiency and move me mentally away from my environment.

**Metaphores & Inspiration Elements**

1. *Invisible Cities - Italo Calvino*

Trading Cities 3 - Eutopia

Eutopia is a capital consisting of many small cities. The city has a miracle that when the people here get bored with their lives, they migrate to another small city collectively. So, their lives are renewed from move to move.

- Figure 1. ViChange, designed by Filiz Süzen (S6) as an indirect solution for communication.
4. **User communicating with user via tool (S14, S15, S16, S17):** The aim of this group of projects classified was mainly to socialize with friends, communicate with people directly or indirectly and remembering intimacy and good memories. The solutions focused on how to revert the disadvantage of social distancing into game or fun for self-support. The approaches for solution included establishing relational communication or disconnection.
MOOD GUESS FAN short game for social distance

There are a variety of emojis for people to communicate more comfortably and fun, and a tiny game starts to predict the mood. One chooses an emoji and starts telling you with a masked face. The emojis are categorized by colors, and to find out which emoji is chosen, first you need to find the right color. Then you show the emoji you choose in the range with the help of ropes, and your friend tells you whether the guess is correct or not with tassels that having the bells. When it turns out wrong, you drag it down so that the emoji doesn’t confuse you anymore, and you keep playing. So you try to find emoji by eliminating and the game is over.

DESIGN PROBLEM

In the corona process, the expressions are not understood since people can meet by wearing masks. I observed that people are not willing to speak as much as before, because they’re bored. Based on this, I tried to find a solution to the problem by gamification.

DILAN GELIR - COD401 -

Figure 4. Mood Guess Fan, designed by Dilan Gelir, 2020 (S15) as a direct solution for communication.

5. User interacting with other media via tool (S5, S11, S10, S1, S4): Most students also were suffering about losing track of time under lockdown conditions. They had difficulty in organizing their day, they couldn’t keep on with time when everything continues to be the same for days and weeks, with no change.
As the artifacts were evaluated, it was possible to say that designated problems and proposed designs reached beyond the ongoing solutions of masks usage, online conferences or mobile apps for personal control and motivation. While one solution may not be an
answer for the other, the individuality embedded in all artefacts was found to be successful in providing support for pandemic days and the “new normal” approaching.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an approach for uncovering the invisible tensions and reactions regarding communication that came to existence in the pandemic, due to the stress for contracting virus and isolation triggered by social distancing and curfew. With this study, being an early stage design research, our intention was to share the insights of the possible future needs and solutions for the “new normal”.

In parallel with the objectives of this study, the students were told to identify their needs for communication and satisfy those needs by creating a tool, surface or space, which could be manipulated by analogue means based on user centred design. Hence, some students looked up on themselves for defining a problem and others developed ideas based on the needs of their close circles to start the process.

This research was built upon the experiences and the process of 17 students which we met twice in one week. The research lasted for 6 weeks and had been carried on through Teams online platform. The results concerning the process supported our claims for making use of research by design methods and not to give a well-defined brief. Although this is an early stage design research, we were able to get in-depth analysis from students. Moreover, the stories by Italo Calvino supported the students upon 3 aspects: 1. Defining their communication problem through the narratives of the cities, 2. Exploring metaphors to refine and frame their scope, 3. Discovering tools to be inspired by, so as to solve their problem. So, the students main instruments for design have been the metaphors and analogies developed within the design process. Metaphors acted as tools for design and were used to framing the problem in the initial steps of design. Analogies that were developed from their selection of inspiring tools for concept generation. These tools, which are commonly referred as key tools as enhancing design were benefited for a real case problem and they were successful in yielding design projects as self-reflections on their physical and/or mental situations.

The primary benefit of the method being reflected in this educational process for the students, was to face their subjectivity as designers and discover more about their identity by making use of it. They were guided to interpret their subjectivity to make their designs operational and recognizable. The approach also yielded a variety of results, which were born from the same trauma. Using this approach, the results obtained are mainly classified 2 different categories: (i) outcomes related with subject of the need, (ii) interaction types associated with the tool and user.

Making use of research for design supported our study as we learnt a lot from the process and artefacts equally. While this emergency situation gave the chance to break free from the ordinary, releasing the invisible needs and defining them were our primary concern rather than maintaining their usability factors, so the contribution of the solutions to the design area were not discussed, as this aspect demanded further exploration.

It is our hope that this pandemic will end soon, however other emergency cases may arouse again in near future. Researchers, supervisors and students need to face unpredicted conditions in most efficient ways. Being inspired by them is a promising option to tackle
problems, however we need to respond to these unconventional cases with different approaches, varying material alternatives and innovative approaches to satisfy all the parties.
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